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As a part of an international collaboration with researchers from eight countries, 
Australian music psychologist Gary McPherson and I studied United States teenagers’ 
motivations for learning music.1  The good news was that these American youth reported 
more interest in music than any other learning activity (except athletics, which they 
valued equally to music) when participating in it outside of school. The bad news is that 
these same students reported low competence beliefs, values, and interest in music when 
it was a subject they learned in school. Our findings were similar to studies of adolescents 
in other parts of the world, who as a whole valued music and art less than any other 
subjects they learned at school.2 
 What is the difference?  Why are youth apparently more eager to participate in 
music when learning it outside of school?  As Gary and I compared our findings with 
those of other scholars,3 we reasoned that, among many other potential factors, students 
were in need of music learning experiences that provided them with more opportunities 
for autonomy, personal connection, and ownership.  We concluded: 
Providing more extensive, enriching, and more varied musical experiences at 
school may make music more accessible to a larger and more diverse population 
of students, and help students to experience first-hand the value that music can 
have in their lives.4 
What can we do as music educators to meet the needs of a larger population of 
students in our schools, particularly those of general music students?  In addition to 
helping students understand the intricacies and beauties of the Western classical canon – 
an art form that, as an orchestra conductor, I value very highly – how else might we 
foster a love of music making and lifelong musical engagement in all of the youth we 
teach?   
Trying Out Popular Music 
This past spring, my Secondary General Methods students at Boston University 
and I experimented with one way to answer these questions: We explored popular music 
learning approaches. As a cellist with extensive training in classical music, I found 
broaching the world of popular music to be extremely intimidating. However, I was 
inspired by the stories of other teachers who had let go of the need to be an “expert” in 
front of their students and, instead, to learn with (and from) them about ways to become 
more comprehensive musicians.5 
My students and I read and discussed Lucy Green’s text Music, Informal 
Learning, and the School: A New Classroom Pedagogy6 while also learning the ukulele 
together and trying out some of the informal learning approaches that Lucy Green 
recommended. Our experience was fulfilling and inspiring, as the students and I had 
breakthroughs in musical creativity, innovation, and connection in ways that we had 
previously not experienced – or, in some cases, had long forgotten. 
Lucy Green’s Informal Music Learning Approach 
As a classically-trained musician herself, Lucy Green developed an informal 
learning approach through extensive research about how popular musicians learn.7 Her 
method is more about learning than about style; therefore, it is not only useful with 
popular music but with any genre, including classical music. The five main tenets of 
Green’s informal learning approach8 are as follows: 
1. When first learning music, students should start with music that they have 
chosen themselves. This way, students can begin the music learning process with 
materials already familiar to them, and with music in which they are personally invested. 
2. Students will primarily learn music – and musical skills – by copying 
recordings by ear. This strategy is similar to that of the Suzuki approach9 and is much the 
same way as we learn how to speak: by listening to others and trying out various sounds 
until they resonate with what we hear. 
3. Students will learn music alone and with friends, having very little adult 
intervention. This is the facet of Green’s approach that is most difficult for the control 
freaks among us (myself included): What if they get it all wrong?  What if they goof off?  
What if they develop bad habits? Lucy Green has similarly faced such fears from teachers 
with whom she has worked. However, after time, these teachers came to not only trust 
their students to figure things out on their own, but to do so with a level of musical depth 
and insight that they had not previously developed when simply following the teacher’s 
instructions.10 Ruth Debrot similarly describes in her doctoral dissertation how she has 
learned to allow her students more musical freedom, and how the students have also 
learned to turn to her for guidance at times when they truly needed her.11  
4. Learning occurs in “haphazard, idiosyncratic, and holistic ways.”12 While 
much of traditional music education follows a linear, step-by-step method, Green’s 
approach allows students to try out music performance skills at an individual pace and in 
ways that are best suited for their learning needs and level of musical awareness. Green 
cautions us that this can look “messy” at first, and takes a tremendous amount of trust in 
the students’ individual learning abilities.13 
5. From the very beginning and throughout the process of learning a song, 
students integrate skills of listening, performing, composing, and improvising. As 
students work out the details of songs on their own without direct instruction, they are 
compelled to “try things out” and make mistakes along the way – mistakes that, Green 
has found, students typically work out on their own.  
In our forthcoming book on music performance anxiety, my colleagues and I 
discuss how a performer’s sense of expressive freedom can be hampered by a fear of 
making mistakes – something that commonly arises from perfectionistic goals – as well 
as an imbalanced emphasis on technique over musical communication.14  With Green’s 
approach, students can practice using their musical voice while emulating what they hear 
from others, and develop confidence in their abilities to create music in ways that can 
become as fluent to them as spoken language. 
Perhaps an informal music learning approach might be one means of bringing a 
broader population of students on board with the music they learn in school, and open up 
a larger variety of musical possibilities in which students can participate. My students and 
I are convinced. As one student reported at the end of our project, “Now I remember why 
I fell in love with music in the first place.”  
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